
These resources were adapted from previous studies and other resources by directors Dr. Rachel Roberts and Dr. Daniel Murphy, 
Jr., during the Stanford Well-being Director Course. This list is for information purposes only, and inclusion of a resource is not an 
endorsement or recommendation from the course or center. 

Gratitude Cultivation 

Journal 

Simply write down three things for which you are grateful today that occurred in the last 24 hours.    You 
can use an online journal to help with this.   We like the Five-Minute Journal, which allows you to make a 
morning and evening entry as well as enter a daily picture.    

Recall that a randomized controlled trial among healthcare professionals reported benefits from twice 
weekly journal entries over four weeks that were sustained for at least 2 months after the intervention.1  

1. Cheng, S.-T., Tsui, P. K., & Lam, J. H. M. (2015). Improving mental health in health care practitioners: Randomized 
controlled trial of a gratitude intervention. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 83(1), 177–186. 

https://doi.org/10.1037/a0037895   

Letter 

Send a letter of gratitude to someone every day for one each.   (Keep going if you’d like!) It should be 
personal but does not need to take more than 2 minutes to write.   Feel free to write one daily if you’d 
like!  

Huddles 

Make it a habit to compliment someone and thank them at your team huddles.   This not only boosts 
your wellbeing and the wellbeing of the recipient, but it sets a tone for the team (and reinforces 
behavior you like!) 

Gratitude Jar 

This can be done with a child, a family, or at work.  If you are doing it with children, start by discussion 
what gratitude is, and write down a few things on separate pieces of paper for which you are grateful.    
Keep them in a jar or some other container of your choosing.  If you are artsy, feel free to decorate it.  
When you feel like it, read some of the notes.   At work, this can help you feel connected to others in a 
positive way. 

Gratitude Wall 

A gratitude wall can be posted at home or work.   At work, prompt people with questions such as, “What 
are you grateful for at work?” or “Share an experience that brought meaning to work”.     

Additional Resources 

The Greater Good Science Center has developed resources for health care organizations, including a 
Gratitude as Medicine Survival Kit and an online gratitude journal where you can express thanks both 
publicly or keep it private.  

 

 

https://ggsc.berkeley.edu/what_we_do/major_initiatives/expanding_gratitude/gratitude_partnerships/health_care

